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Result are a team of operational improvement experts dedicated to helping airports, manufacturing and
services companies improve their performance and efficiency, reduce costs and improve profitability by
implementing lasting change. We believe that businesses are principally a collection of people and
processes all aimed towards creating value for the customer, and that an improvement focus on both of
these assets is critical to an organisation’s competitive strategy.

That’s why we utilise a range of improvement tools such as process analysis and reengineering, capacity
modelling, lean six-sigma and continuous improvement to engage people, streamline processes and help
create an improvement culture. We live this philosophy whatever tailored solution we develop to meet our
clients needs, whether it be project management, lean implementation, operational readiness, staff
recruitment or quality management training.

Who we are

Year of experience

Since 2006 we have been helping airports optimise their passenger screening
checkpoints. We are the leading specialists in this area worldwide - no other
company has spent as much time understanding the science behind
checkpoint processes as we have.

One of our partners, Andrew Boyd, wrote the book
after six years of research, experimentation and
observation at numerous airports worldwide

The result is unique – to date this is the only book we’ve seen that covers the
science behind security screening, clearly explaining the inter-relationship
between all the factors involved

Our airport clients

We have partnered with a wide range of airports. Clients choose Result because of our passion for
operational improvement, our flexibility and affordability compared to our larger competitors, as well as
our track record in delivering tailored and effective improvement solutions.



Our methodology

1. Process map existing checkpoint

2. Gather key data for every process stage

3. Clean & sort data

4. Input data to simulation tool

5. Calibrate simulation model to recreate 

airport checkpoint electronically

6. Scenario tests on bottlenecks to 

understand how they move 

7. Design optimised configuration in model

8. Test optimised configuration in model

9. Pilot 2 lanes at airport checkpoint in new 

configuration

10. Gather results

11. Build business case for roll-out

12. Build roll-out plan

With the recent growth in passenger numbers, more electronic items and changes to airline baggage
policies, airports are quickly reaching capacity at their passenger checkpoints.

In turn this is leading to a number of issues including;

 Reduced throughput due to passengers carrying more & more items (including electronics)
 Increase in queue times for passengers due to reduced throughput
 Increase in cost for airport operators due to opening more lanes
 Reduced passenger experience leading to reduced spend it departure lounges
 Worsening on-time departures punctuality due to passengers waiting at security

Result have extensive experience of increasing the throughput of passengers at
airport checkpoints…we have been successfully doing it since 2006!

We have a unique methodology for undertaking an assessment of passenger checkpoints and highlighting
the areas for throughput increase without compromising security or passenger experience. Many airports
adopt a technology approach to increasing capacity. We do too, but we are also able to make a big impact
by taking a process approach.

Our team of qualified lean six sigma practitioners are
expert in identifying in-process ‘waste’ and devising
ways of reducing or eliminating this waste.

We have a unique simulation tool, created by us, which
allows us to replicate an airport checkpoint and then
test process changes within our model.

We then help airports implement a pilot configuration,
leading to significant improvement in throughput.

Increasing checkpoint throughput



Challenge

However a number of factors have meant that the facility has run out of capacity sooner than expected. 
These factors included; 

•A higher than expected number of passengers (growth above forecast)

•Decline in checkpoint throughput due to passenger bringing more items & electronics 

•Higher levels of uncompliant liquids being detected, partly due to poor passenger preparation

•Different packing behaviour due to new tariff system of many airlines (airlines charging for hold 
baggage).New security regulations leading to more time consuming control processes

Installing new search lanes wasn’t really an option due to infrastructure constraints. To expand its options, 
‘Result’ was engaged to help improve efficiency including throughput and to provide another set of more 
efficient options. 

Approach

The improvement programme was broken into 3 phases; 

• Phase 1 - Process mapping, data collection, simulation modelling 

• Phase 2 – Trials to improve throughput rates 

• Phase 3 – Reporting, quick wins & creating a roadmap to delivery 

Phase 1 - Process mapping, data collection, simulation modelling 

We mapped the security layout and process in detail. We gathered data on every process step using 
detailed data sheets with assistance from airport and security staff. We fed the data into our unique 
simulation model and identified the true bottlenecks.

This enabled us to identify how the bottleneck would change as we improved each process stage. This then 
led to the creation of a short-term improvement plan, which in turn led to a plan to run trials/pilots of a 
modified checkpoint configuration on a couple of lanes.

Case study – Zurich Airport 

In 2012, Zurich changed its security model from gate 
security to centralised security, by building a new 
passenger screening area between terminals 1 & 2. 
This new facility was designed over 4 floors, with the 
two central floors providing the main checkpoint, and 
the lower & upper floors providing an overflow at peak 
times. The new facility was designed to last until 2020 
before any further development would be required. 



Phase 2 – Trials to improve
throughput rates

Trials to increase throughput were designed on 2
key lanes. These lanes were reconfigured to
increase capacity at bottlenecks. Data was taken
from these lanes and statistically compared to
‘control’ lanes nearby using Minitab software.
The Result staff are lean six sigma qualified, so
ensured the trials were run in a controlled
manner.

Phase 3 – Reporting & roadmap to delivery

This phase included the consolidation of all findings from the
simulation modelling, trial results and bottleneck analysis.
The key output was to produce a holistic report containing a
roadmap for improvement of throughput at the checkpoint,
which the airport could adopt with our support. The output
also contained a business case explaining the efficiency
benefits for the airport if they adopt the roadmap for
improvement.

Results

 Pilot trials delivered an average improvement in passenger of 38% increase in throughput

 Pilots showed an improved operational efficiency. Passenger screened per officer (PPO) rose by 12.5% 
increase in efficiency

 $4M in annualised Opex reduction to run the lanes through efficiency improvement

 Passenger surveys conducted showed improved passenger perception of the revised process

 Staff workload increased as a result of increased throughput, which required careful management

 Result also identified that improved planning & rostering of staff leading to savings of c.$2-3 Million 

Above: Simulation model logic – unique to Result

Above: Trial configuration

“…. Thanks to the broad, long standing and profound experience of you Andy and your team in the field of
optimizing security checkpoints, the situation at our checkpoint was thoroughly analysed, and the
proposed solutions are both easy to implement as well as sustainable and will reach the pre-defined goals.
Even so our contract comes to an end, the foreseen goals were achieved, so if it seems adequate for us we
would count on your expertise and Result again anytime.”

- Stefan Conrad, Chief Operating Officer, Zurich Airport

For more information on how you can increase throughput at your checkpoint contact our partner Andrew 

Boyd on andy.boyd@resultland.com or +44(0)7778678205

mailto:andy.boyd@resultland.com


Field House, Main Street
Murcot, Oxfordshire, OX5 2RE

United Kingdom

Phone:  0800 0146001
Mobile:  +44(0)7778678205

Email:  enquiries@resultland.com
linkedin.com/company/result-improvement

Result, previously known as Oxford Consulting and Learning (OXCAL)

Contact us now to find out how 
we can help increase throughput 

at your airport.


